Compression of short text strings, such as the GSM Short Message Service (SMS) and Twitter messages, has received relatively little attention compared to the compression of longer texts. This is not surprising given that for typical cellular and internet-based networks, the cost of compression probably outweighs the cost of delivering uncompressed messages. However, this is not necessarily true in the case where the cost of data transport is high, for example, where satellite back-haul is involved, or on bandwidth-starved mobile mesh networks, such as the mesh networks for disaster relief, rural, remote and developing contexts envisaged by the Serval Project [1] [2] [3] [4] . This motivated the development of a state-of-art text compression algorithm that could be used to compress mesh-based short-message traffic, culminating in the development of the stats3 SMS compression scheme described in this paper. Stats3 uses word frequency and 3rd-order letter statistics embodied in a pre-constructed dictionary to affect lossless compression of short text messages. This scheme shows that our scheme compressing text messages typically reduces messages to less than half of their original size, and in so doing substantially outperforms all public SMS compression systems, while also matching or exceeding the marketing claims of the commercial options known to the authors. We also outline approaches for future work that has the potential to further improve the performance and practical utility of stats3.
Introduction
Loss-less compression is a mature field, with a wide variety of methodologies and implementations. However, compression of short strings is relatively under-explored. This is perhaps due to the relatively small gains to be made by compressing strings that are already quite short, combined with the relative difficulty of compressing strings that are so short that they have little opportunity to expose sufficient redundancy to allow for effective compression.
Thus, even for cellular Short Message Service (SMS) traffic, where message volumes are enormous, relatively little effort has been invested. The GSMA did create a standard for SMS compression, GSM 03.42 [5] , but it is difficult to ascertain whether it has been widely adopted by carriers, and the standard itself has not been updated since 1999 apart from being carried forward into the corresponding LTE standard [6] , even though attractive compression technologies such as Arithmetic Coding [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] have lapsed from patent encumberance in the meantime. Perhaps for mobile telecommunications carriers, the disinterest is simply commercial; they charge per message unit of 160 7-bit characters, i.e., 140 8-bit bytes, and reducing the number of messages required for parties to communicate would be revenue-negative.
Of course, for consumers, the situation is different, because consumers pay carriers per message unit. The impressive cost charged per message unit by mobile telecommunications carriers, introduces the potential for SMS compression to be revenue-positive.
Indeed, the cost savings are sufficient. A number of companies have based their business model around compressed-SMS services [13] [14] [15] , and claimed reductions in message sizes of between 30% -40% [13] and 50% -55% [14] . However, as commercial solutions, these claims cannot be easily verified nor are the source code available to allow meaningful benchmarking against other options. The advent of two-way satellite SMS services, such as the deLorme inReach that uses the Iridium constellation, has created further incentive for compression of messages, as Iridium charges the service providers a substantial fee per byte.
The desire to compress SMS and Twitter-like messages is heightened for systems such as the Serval Project where communications are encrypted and authenticated for security, introducing unavoidable and uncompressible overhead to each message in the form of digital signatures [16] . The Serval Project [2] [3] [4] is a mobile ad-hoc network that provides resilient communications for rural, remote and disaster situations. In such networks, bandwidth is often limited, and clusters of nodes may be isolated from one another, and satellite SMS services may be the backhaul of last resort.
The Serval Project offers SMS-like short messaging and Twitter-like social networking services [3] ; thus the motivation for identifying effective compression schemes that can be effective on SMS-length messages of the kind was commonly observed on Twitter.
The remainder of this paper briefly explores: technical challenges to compressing short messages; a survey of existing compression schemes appropriate for use on SMS-length messages; an introduction to our new stats3 SMS compression scheme, including a comparison with the existing state-of-the-art, showing that our scheme substantially outperforms all public SMS compression systems, and matches or outperforms the unverified marketing claims of the commercial offerings. Finally, we outline several areas for future work that we believe, which have the potential to further improve the performance of stats3.
Challenges of Compressing of Short Messages
The longer a message, the more likely it is to contain sufficient redundancy to allow a compression scheme to encode it in a manner that results in a reduction in size. There are several reasons why compressing short messages is particularly difficult. First, many compression schemes are adaptive, that is, they build a model of the statistics of a message as they go along, which is then used to feed a predictor that estimates the probability of following bits or bytes. Most such predictors require hundreds of characters to be processed before they are able to begin usefully to model the message, and thus begin to save space.
Second, many compression schemes, whether adaptive or not, use a dictionary that provides initial context to the predictor, precisely to avoid the slow convergence that can result from purely adaptive compression schemes. However, this introduces a substantial overhead to the beginning of the message, which for SMS-length messages may be larger than whole uncompressed message.
As a result, most compression algorithms that perform well on bulk data, e.g., gzip [17] , bzip2 [18, 19] and PAQ [20] , all perform poorly on short messages, as illustrated in Table 1 where the performance of each of those compressors on the individual messages of the SMAZ sample messages of Table 2 is shown. 
Existing Short Message Compression Schemes
The logical solution to the challenge of compressing short strings such as SMS messages is to pre-compute a dictionary that then does not need to be embedded in each compressed message. This is indeed the approach taken by many extant SMS compression schemes, of which the following are perhaps the most prominent. The non-dictionary shortBWT scheme and several commercial SMS compression systems are added for completeness.
GSM TS03.42
Between 1997 and 1999 the GSM Association (GSMA) developed Technical Standard (TS) 03.42 [5, 6] , a standard for compression of SMS messages. At the time Arithmetic Coding was possibly patent encumbered, and perhaps for that reason and the relatively higher computation demands of that scheme, TS03.42 uses Huffman Coding [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , in return for a reduction in the compression possible. They begin with a language-specific frequency table and common word list to provide initial context. The frequency table is optionally evolved as a message is compressed providing some adaptability, although the word list is fixed. The technical standard itself is accompanied by three sample SMS messages (see Table 3 ) and their compressed forms, giving some idea of the compression levels that it can achieve, which is summarised in Table 4 .
If the sample messages are a reliable guide, the GSMA seemed to assume SMS being used for carrying longer email-like messages, and apparently by pedants for spelling and grammar, somewhat amplifying the apparent effectiveness of their scheme. Empirical examination of SMS and Twitter traffic suggests that those assumptions are flawed, and that in practice, TS03.42 would be likely to offer poorer compression than suggested by their unrepresentative, if well meaning, examples.
A more fundamental issue is that TS03.42 does not anticipate that users of SMS and Twitter-like services already employ an ad-hoc form of compression in their messages, using various forms of short hand to fit their messages into the confines of the medium, e.g., shortening words such as "before" to "b4" and "tomorrow" to "2moro", and in doing so likely limiting the ability of TS03.42 to achieve any significant degree of compression.
Further assessment of the performance of TS03.42 is not possible without obtaining or creating an implementation of the relatively intricate specification, which are outside the scope of this paper. Thus assigning an estimation of the performance of TS03.42 on real SMS and Twitter traffic is difficult, with performance not likely to Please call me no later than 07:30 on Wednesday morning so that we can discuss the project before the meeting. I will be at the hotel from Tuesday afternoon so if convenient for you we could arrange to have dinner there. If anything urgent comes up before then remember you can always call me on my mobile or send me a short message. Speak to you soon, Peter David, I'm on my way to the airport for the 9 o'clock flight to Paris. I'll be out of the office until tomorrow so please postpone the lunch appointment with Steven and Julie. I contacted the supplier yesterday and they should confirm delivery of the following products by the weekend. be better than reducing message sizes to 50% of original size on average. Relative performance can be inferred by comparing the relative performance on the three TS03.42 sample SMS messages. For example, Table 4 gives us reason to believe that TS03.42 outperforms SMAZ by a considerable margin.
SMAZ
SMAZ [26] is the only other open-source short-message compression library known to the authors. SMAZ is remarkable in that its complete implementation is less than 200 lines of code-which includes the code book of common character sequences that performs the role of the pre-computed dictionary. The README file for SMAZ claims average reduction in message length to 50% -60% of original size, with English text compressing better. The performance of SMAZ on the three English text TS03.42 sample messages suggests that the claim of reducing messages to an average of 50% -60% of original size may not hold true for SMS-type traffic. As the implementation of SMAZ is freely available it is possible to test this claim.
See Table 5 for a summary of SMAZ performance on a variety of inputs. Attempt was made to include the National University of Singapore (NUS) SMS corpus, the largest public SMS corpus known to the authors. The NUS corpus custodians did not respond in time for inclusion of the NUS corpus in this comparison. SMS SPAM Collection v.1 [27] consists of (at the time) approximately 37% of the NUS corpus. All NUS SMS corpus derived corpora will be necessarily biased because the majority of messages were obtained from students at the NUS.
The Private Twitter Corpus is a collection of Twitter messages collected in several episodes during October and November 2012. Collection occurred using the Twitter statuses/sample API that returns a random sampling of public Twitter status messages 1 , and filtered to exclude all messages containing unicode characters, as efficient handling of unicode messages is beyond the scope of the work described in this paper. Nonetheless, . Benchmarking against the 93 million message TREC Twitter Corpus [29] is beyond the scope of this paper, as such a large corpus is not necessary to obtain meaningful statistics about composition and compressibility of Twitter messages.
Overall for SMAZ, observed average compressed message lengths were all worse than the claimed range for English text, and in the case of Twitter messages much worse, with average compressed message lengths of 81.4% of the uncompressed message length. Thus, while effective in many instances, SMAZ elegantly small dictionary-based approach is not sufficiently robust in the face of Twitter type traffic.
ShortBWT
The shortBWT [30] scheme is included as a counterpoint, based on the remarkable properties of the Burrows-Wheeler transform [18] , and can be generally understood as the equivalent of bzip2 [19] for short strings. In contrast with SMAZ and TS03.42, shortBWT does not use a precomputed dictionary of words or word parts, but rather uses precomputed statistics for the relative diversity and abundance of characters in a message.
As shortBWT does not appear to be publicly avaiable, its performance can only be estimated by examining Constantinescu et al. (2004) [30] . That paper suggests shortBWT is capable of compressing strings of 200 characters to an average of around 55% of their original size. Performance on shorter strings is impossible to discern from their paper, but there is no reason to believe that performance would be any better on shorter strings, as shorter strings make it more difficult for the Bur-rows-Wheeler transform to find the redundancy necessary to effect compression.
Commercial Short Message Compression Systems
There are several commercial SMS compression schemes available, e.g. [13] [14] [15] . As closed-source proprietary offerings, there is limited information as to their operation. However, for the purposes of this paper our focus is on compression performance. The two commercial offerings which make claims about the compression performance of their products make claims of reductions in message sizes to between 60% -70% [4] and 45% -50% [14] of the original message length. Assuming that their claims are not exaggerated, this implies similar performance to shortBWT. However, as with SMAZ, it is likely that either limited testing or other processes have resulted in a claim that is not sustained when faced with realistic SMS or Twitter traffic.
Summary
The state of the art of short message compression can be summarised as the various solutions offering compressed message sizes which are, on average, at least 45% of the uncompressed message size, although, as previously explained, there is reason to doubt that performance is in fact that good. SMAZ is the only openly available scheme, and it performs much more poorly than the best claims among the closed systems. Thus there is, in the very least, the opportunity to match, or beat, the best closed systems through the creation of a new open-source short message compression scheme. The following section describes the process by which we achieved this goal, culminating in the implementation of the stats3 short-message compression scheme.
Overview of the Stats3 Short Message Compression Scheme
It was decided that the most promising approach was to model the statistics of a corpus of representative Twitter messages and use that as a basis for a non-adaptive compression scheme, using arithmetic coding for the back end.
Character Statistics Generation & Encoding of Mono-Case Textual Characters
A corpus of Twitter messages was obtained as previously described in this paper. A program was written to analyse those messages at the character level to determine the probability of the first letter of a message being either upper or lower case, and to compute the 1st, 2nd and 3rd order statistics for:
1) the probability of the 69 most commonly occurring characters, treating all letters as lower case;
2) the probability of the first letter in a word being upper or lower case, based on the case of the previous word(s) as appropriate;
3) the probability of each letter in a word being upper or lower case, based on the case of the previous letters in the word.
4) the probability of messages being of any particular length between 0 and 1,024 characters, the maximum length of short message supported by stats3.
Messages were stripped of all letter-case information and non-textual characters and then encoded according to the 3rd order statistics. The length of the uncompressed message was encoded according to the message length statistics. The case of letters was compressed by, for each letter in a message, using the 3rd-order case statistics gathered to predict the case of that letter.
Dictionary Generation
In addition, word-level analysis was performed, using all characters other than a -z and 0 -9 to indicate a word break. All words occurring less than five times were discarded. Whenever a word was discarded, it was attempted to assign the frequency to another word sharing the longest common prefix with the discarded word. For example, discarding four instances of "bakfietsen" would result in the recorded frequency of "bakfiets" to increase by four.
The entropy of the each word remaining in the list was modelled using the 3rd order statistics previously computed, resulting in an estimate of the number of bits required to encode the word as a sequence of characters. This represents the saving possible by encoding the word as a single token   potential S . The number of instances of all remaining words was calculated, as was the total number of word breaks in the corpus. From this it was possible to compute the probability of a word substitution occurring at any single word break, and from that the entropy, and hence the bit cost of either substituting or not substituting. Substitution occurred with 0.5 p  , thus a no-substitution event could be encoded in less than one bit. For the same reason, each word substitution event must incur a cost per substitution   sub sub C C potential of ≥1 bit. That cost must be deducted from the savings possible by substituting each word. The cost of encoding any given word can be computed from the relative frequency of that word in the training corpus. Thus the overall saving per word when substituted could be estimated according to
actual was calculated for each word remaining in the list. Any words where were discarded from the list, and was repeated until no further words were removed from the list. A side effect of this process is that the word list contains no low-entropy words, as they are more efficiently encoded directly using the 3rd order statistics. For example, "the" is not in the list despite its high frequency, while words such as "tomorrow" (and numerous misspellings thereof) are in the list, because of the higher entropy of that word. From a corpus of 203,661 of Twitter messages a list of 13,179 substitutable words was produced.
Rare & Non-Text Characters
Characters that were not in the 69 common characters that are covered by the predictive model were exceptionally rare. While a more refined method is possible, the current implementation encodes those characters in a two part process. First, an interpolative coder [31] using an arithmetic coding back-end was used to efficiently encode the positions of the characters in the message. The actual characters were then recorded using arithmetic coding.
Model Selection
In addition to the model described above, two simpler models were also included for instances where the pre-computed statistics resulted in the compressed message being longer than the uncompressed message.
First, if no rare or non-textual characters were present in the message, the entire message was encoded using radix-69. Case information was still encoded as for the statistical model. Selection of this model versus the statistical model is via a single decision with 0.05 p  , resulting in a cost of 0.074 bits to use the statistical model and a cost of 4.322 bits to use this non-statistical model. A more accurate assessment would place , but would also result in a substantially higher bit cost to use the non-statistical model, without offering any significant reduction in cost overall. 0.05 p  Second, if rare or non-textual characters were present, and the MSB of the first character was zero, the message was encoded as the identical of the input string. This reuse of the MSB of the first character is appropriate for the intended use case of sending text messages via Iridium SMS, which transmits 8-bit characters. For traditional SMS carriage, one additional byte would be necessary.
The source code for the stats3 program can be found at https://github.com/servalproject/smac and is distributed under the GNU General Public License v2. Table 6 presents a summary of the performance of the stats3 scheme described above against the various corpora and example messages associated with the existing short message compression schemes, and compares this with the performance of the other schemes where data are available or could be produced. The stats3 statistics were generated by processing 203,661 messages of the private Twitter corpus. The remaining 145,333 messages were used for the actual test, for both stats3 and SMAZ to provide comparability. Table 7 compares the speed of stats3 with SMAZ on the private Twitter corpus.
Results & Conclusions
It is clear that stats3 is much slower than SMAZ, but that in return, stats3 easily outperforms both TS03.42 and SMAZ on all inputs. Nonetheless, stats3 is still able to process tens of thousands of messages per second on a single modern CPU, and is more than fast enough to run on a mobile telephone handset or similar embedded device connected to a satellite SMS module. The memory use of stats3 is less than 2 MB, including the statistical model and dictionary. While larger than the approximately 10 KB required for SMAZ, it remains small enough to be comfortably included in a smart-phone or smart-phone application.
The difference in compression performance between SMAZ and stats3 for the more SMS and Twitter-like messages is particularly striking, providing evidence for what is already intuitively apparent, i.e., that SMS and Twitter messages differ substantially in composition from normal language. This also suggests that TS03.42 requires substantial revision if it is to remain relevant in the light of realistic message composition.
Focusing on the two largest SMS corpora as being the most likely to be predictive of the performance of stats3 on SMS messages in the general case, stats3 achieved a message-weighted average compressed message length of just 43.9% of uncompressed message length, outperforming all short message compression schemes surveyed in this paper. For more "English like" language, such as the GSM sample message 1 and the Pie Floater text, performance is even better, around 40% of uncompressed message size. Thus we suggest that through stats3, the state of the art in short message compression has been advanced, particularly for the compression of SMS and Twitter messages.
Future Work
There are several areas that offer potential for improving the performance of the stats3 scheme. First, encoding of rare and non-textual characters, including unicode characters has been left all but unexplored. Second, higher order statistical modeling of the case of letters in words is likely to result in some improvements there. However, the area where the most yield is expected is on improving the mono-case textual character encoder, which typically accounts for 90% of the length of a compressed message. Using fixed-order statistics is suboptimal here, because it introduces relatively high data storage requirements (approximately 1.5 MB for 3rd order statistics for a 69-character alphabet), especially for mobile devices, even though most of those statistics will be zero. A better approach is to replace the fixed-order model with a variable-order model that models more deeply where it is warranted, and less deeply otherwise. This has the potential to do away with the need for a separate word list altogether, which both simplifies and potentially improves the compression and speed performance of the system. Finally, the variable-order statistical model should be loadable from a binary file format, rather than be an irreplacable part of the program, so that the model can be updated as desired in applications where that would be useful.
